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Introduction

� Sentiment analysis or opinion mining refers to the application of
natural language processing, computational linguistics, and text
analytics to identify and extract subjective information in source
materials.

� “What other people think” has always been an important piece of
information for most of us during the decision-making process.

� What can be done with subjective information:
� Product/services research for marketing purposes
� Better search engines
� Campaign monitoring (e.g. political, business, showbiz, ...)
� Recommendation systems
� Detection of “flames”
� Public health (e.g. emotional/mental status, detecting potential

suicide victims ... )
� Government intelligence
� Trend monitoring (e.g. social, cultural, ...)
� ...
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Challenges

� Contrasts with Standard Fact-Based Textual Analysis
� Categorization vs. Continuum
� Taxonomy vs. Intensity of feelings
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Challenges
� Sentiment polarity

(Pang et al., 2002)

Proposed word list Accuracy
positive: dazzling, brilliant,
phenomenal, excellent, fantastic

Human 1 58 %
negative: suck, terrible,
awful, unwatchable, hideous
positive: gripping, mesmerizing,
riveting, spectacular, cool,
awesome, thrilling, badass,

Human 2 excellent, moving, exciting 64 %

negative: bad, cliched,
sucks, boring, stupid, slow
positive: love, wonderful,
best, great, superb,
still, beautiful

Statistics-based 69 %
negative: bad, worst, stupid,
waste, boring, ?, !
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Challenges

� Domain dependent

� The same sentence can mean two very different things in different
domains

� “Read the book.” � Good for books, bad for movies
� “You’re in for one hell of a bumpy ride!” � Good for movies and books,

bad for cars.

� Sentimental word associations change with domain
� Fuzzy cameras are bad, but fuzzy teddy bears are good.
� Big trucks are good, but big smart phones are bad.
� Bad is bad, but bad villains are good.
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Challenges

� Parody, Satire & Sarcasm

� “I love the cover!” (Book)

� “Be sure you save your purchase
receipt.” (Smart phone)

� “Great for insomniacs” (Book)

� “All the features you want. Too
bad they don’t work!” (Smart
phone)

� “Great idea, now try again with
a real product development
team” (E-reader)
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Challenges

� Thwarted expressions

� The sentences/words that contradict the overall sentiment of the
comment are in majority

I hate the Spice Girls.... [3 things the author hates about them]... Why I saw this movie is
a really, really, really long story, but I did, and one would think I’d despise every minute of

it. But... Okay, I’m really ashamed of it, but I enjoyed it. I mean, I admit it’s a really
awful movie, ... [they] act wacky as hell ... the ninth floor of hell ... a cheap [beep] movie

... The plot is such a mess that it’s terrible. But I loved it.
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Opinion Repositories

� With the Social Web explosion there are huge repositories of
opinionated text/multimedia available:

� Blogosphere / Microblogging /
Vlogs ...

� Forums

� Social networking sites

� Podcasting sites

� Usenet/Mailing lists/Discussion
groups

� ...

� Review sites (products, movies,
books ..)

� Rating sites

� Community sites

� Specialized blogs

� News portals with enabled
commenting/rating

� ...
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Blogosphere

� Technorati currently claims it tracks over 113 million blogs

� 12,000 blogs created each day

� One new weblog started every 7.4 sec

� Social networks/blogs are now the fourth most popular on-line
category – ahead of e-mail!
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Methods

� Machine learning

� Natural language processing / computational linguistics

� Context mining (social, sentiment holder, domain specifics etc.)

� Summarization techniques (results/knowledge representation)

� ...
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News Portals
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News Portals

� More and more news portals enable user commenting/rating:

� Self-implemented commenting system
� Social networking site integrated commenting
� Rated comments

� Great opportunity to study social dynamics!
� Social systems are systems of communication. (Niklas Luhman)
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Case Study - Croatian News Portals

� Work in progress

� Objective: implementing a sentiment analysis system that will be
able to automatically categorize opinions from news portal
comments for various purposes (political, cultural, etc. trend
analysis)

� Done so far:
� Built generic harvesting application (almost done)
� Harvested over 150000 comments from a number of Croatian news

portals
� 2000 comments chosen at random rated by students for their

sentiments (positive/negative, objective/subjective,
optimistic/pessimistic)

� collected over 72000 ratings
� initial statistical analysis
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Thank you!

Questions? Comments? Suggestions? Ideas? Critique?
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